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		EISNY.org is being acquired by LocalExpertFinder.com


LocalExpertFinder, a pioneering platform dedicated to connecting individuals with local experts and services, is excited to announce the acquisition of EISNY.org domain. This acquisition marks a significant milestone in our journey towards creating a more connected and supported community.




EISNY.org represented the site of a non-profit organization called Eviction Intervention Services Homelessness Prevention, Inc., which was based in New York and provided services to prevent homelessness and preserve affordable housing. Their mission – to empower individuals to stay in their homes and communities through comprehensive services like legal assistance, financial counseling, benefits advocacy, and housing placement – perfectly aligns with LocalExpertFinder's dedication to empowering communities through accessible, local expertise.




By integrating EISNY.org's legacy with our platform, we aim to enhance our offerings, bringing a more robust array of services to those in need. This integration signifies not just growth but also a deepened commitment to our values of compassion, respect, dignity, empowerment, and collaboration.




About EISNY.org




EISNY.org was the online presence of a non-profit organization dedicated to combating homelessness and preserving affordable housing in New York. Established in 1984 by a collective of concerned neighbors, the organization focused on supporting low-income families and individuals at risk of eviction and homelessness.




The organization's approach was comprehensive and holistic, providing a range of services including legal assistance, financial counseling, benefits advocacy, and housing placement. These services were aimed at empowering individuals to maintain their homes and presence within their communities.




About LocalExpertFinder.com




LocalExpertFinder.com is a premier platform, renowned for effortlessly connecting users with local experts across a multitude of service categories. Our mission is to streamline the process of finding the perfect professional for your needs, a commitment reflected in our assistance to over 100,000 people annually. 




Serving numerous communities, including major cities like New York, we ensure local expertise is just a click away, no matter where you are. Our easy-to-use platform allows you to search and compare top-rated experts in your area, ensuring you find the perfect match for your specific needs. From real estate agents to mortgage brokers, our comprehensive directory covers all service areas.




We pride ourselves on offering a diverse range of services. Whether it's finding a reliable removalist for your moving needs or consulting with a mortgage broker for property financing, our platform caters to various requirements.




At LocalExpertFinder.com, we are committed to connecting you with highly qualified professionals who uphold the highest standards of service. Our goal is to ensure that whether for your home or business, you have access to the best local expertise available.



Find The Local Expert
Top local experts at your fingertips

LET'S GO!
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	Electricians
	Locksmiths
	Family Lawyers
	Injury Lawyers
	Cosmetic Surgeons
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